
3 Review 

5.1 The rule8 employed 
The four rulas CEN, TAN, SLI and PROP m summarized in Fire 24. 
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Fme 24 Swnnvay of CEN, TAN. SLI, PROP rule8 for commcftlng accelermion diagram 



3.2 Procedure for the construction of 
acceleration dlagrams 

Tbe pmesdure for drawing an acdaration diagram U ar fouowk' 
1 Draw a position diagram to an appropriate scale. 
2 Use the velocity diagram procedure of Unit 6 to constrvct a 

velocity diagram. 

horn ear ,.&+&iCg. ." .'.. . : ,,. , . .. ' 
4 ~ r s w  a set of axes labdied a. and a, and plot fixed points at its 

origie 
Chooae a scole by calculating the values for all components for 
which data is available and skctchiag the accakation dingram. 
The sketcb wiU show whether your lcals of position ofthe origin 
d t o b c c h a o g d  

6 Using the CEN, TAN, SLI and PROP rules: 
(3 plot the v e M r  components for the Unk about which most 

data is h o p  this is w d y  a grounded link. 

far ar po&bl''&~~:+cnd of the chain and t 
from the-otherjon&.t&complete ... ,, ,. the diagram. 

7 As required, meii\ua. .v~ws of d e r a t i o n s  and if 

ocaleratiom. 

3.3 Summary 
You have l e a d  how to analyse simple planar mechanisms by wnsider- 
ing each link of the mechanism separately, and applying rules taken from 
the four rules (CEN, TAN, SLI and PROP) as appropriate for each link. 

By this method, acceleration diagrams a n  built up, point by point and link 
by link, to give a complete diagram for the mechanism as a whole. 

You have dealt with mechanisms which include links which rotate with 
one end grounded, links which rotate and simultanwusly translate, and 
links which slide on a fixed link, but you have not dealt with links which 
slide on a rotating link. These more complex mechanisms can be analysed 
by extending the basic method which I have introduced hen, and are dealt 
with in detail in the third-level Engineering Mechanics wurse, T331. 



Glossary 

Text 
Rdemlce 

Absolute acceleration B 1.1.1 Acceleration measured relative to Earth-fixed axes, where these 
can be regarded as inertial axes 
The time rate of change of velocity Acceleration 

Acceleration diagram 

- 
B Intro. A scale drawing composed of lines, which represent acceleration 

vectors and components of acceleration vectors, for key points on 
a mechanism 

The acceleration diagram for a compound link which is always 
the same shape as the link 
Analysis of forces in accelerated (body-fixed) axes, using com- 
pensation forces 

Acceleration image 

d'Alembert's method 

Angular acceleration 
Angular velocity 
Body-fixed axes 
Centripetal component 
of acceleration 

The time rate of change of angular velocity 
The time rate of change of angular position 
Axes attached to an object that may be accelerating 
In the context of a body moving in a circle, centripetal acceler- 
ation is the component of acceleration which is directed towards 
the centre of the circle, at any instant in time. Note that this 
applies even if the velocity does not have constant magnitude 
The point on a link which is instantaneously coincident with a 
slider moving along the link 
Imaginary forces considered to act on a body to compensate for 
the effects of acceleration of the axes 

Coincident point 

Compensation forces 

Compound link 
Four-link chain 
Graphical method 

B 1.1.3 
B 2.1 
B Intro. 

A link which fonns pairs with three or more other links 
Consists of four binary links all forming rotating pain 
Drawing lines on paper to form a scale diagram, which is a vector 
diagram and from which results can be measured 

Inertial co-ordinate 
axe8 
Slider-crank mechanism 

Non-accelerating axes. (In this course, generally stationary rela- 
tive to the Earth.) 
Consists of four binary links forming three rotating pairs and one 
sliding pair 
The acceleration of a slider relative to the coincident point on its 
adjacent link; only adjacent links which are fixed (stationary) arc 
considered in this course when dealing with acceleration analysis 

Sliding acceleration 

Tangential component 
of acceleration 

In the context of a body moving in a circle, tangential acceleration 
is the component of acceleration tangential to the direction of 
motion, at any instant in time. Note that this component arises 
when the magnitude of the velocity is changing 
The time rate of change of position 
A scale drawing composed of lines which represent velocity 
vectors for key points on a mechanism 

Velocity 
Velocity diagram 

Velocity image The velocity diagram for a compound link which is always the 
same shape as the link 



Answers to Self-Assessment 

SA0 1 
Since the angular velocity is constant, thm is only one 
component of acceleration. namely cenhiptal: 

= mar = (M)' X 0.04 = 36 m S-' 

(a,), = 36 m S'' 7 50' 

It is directed at W to the horizontal in the mse from B 
towards 0. 

SA0 2 
No; the notion of direction implies both angular 
orientation and sense. Having drawn a line at the corm3 
angle to represat a vector, we then have to consider the 
sense in which it is acting Wore we can label the line. 

The additional component arisca baause the angular 
velocity is not constant and thus we have a component of 
linear acceleration for point B in the tanpuial direction. 
It is calkd the tangential component and is labelled 

Its value is K r - 400 X 0.04 = 16 m S-', so 

= 16 m S-' T W 

SA0 4 
Yes. 

(a) Figure 9(b) shows the two components plotted 
correctly. 

(b) None of the Egures is fully correct; Figure 9(b) would 
be correct il points c and d were interchanged. 

A simple link has only two connections, wherces a 
compound link is one which has more than two links 
attached to it. 

SA0 7 
In the absence of angular acceleration, which aves rise to 
tangential linear acceleration, the only component is 
centripetal. All of these are at 180" to their position 
diagram orientations, and hence the image for 
acceleration is turned through 180'. 

SA0 8 
One way of proaeding is to calculate a*., and for 
points b and d as follows: 

(a,),,, = ao, r = 400 X 0.03 = 12 m S-' 

Questions 

and because for each point both components are known 
they can be h e d  immediately by drawing as shown in 
Figure 25; it doesn't maner which of the two points is 
plotted fvst 

Figure 25 Acceleration diagram for SAQ 8. 
Scale 1 mm: l m S-' 

But this proadure hasn't taken advantage of the fact that 
we know that an image exists. A quicker way is to plot 
one point, say point b. and then draw a line repent ing  
bd at the same angle to bo as BD is to BO, followed by a 
line repent ing  do at the same angle to bo as DO is to 
BO, thus fixing d. This amounts to drawing an image 
similar to the compound link. 

Results taken from Figure 25 are: 

(a) Image turned through = 1W - 24" = 156" 

(b) Absolute scaleration of B is given by z. 

SA0 0 
(a,-)Bun = aBc BC is the type of relationship and we take 
(a,-).,., from the acceleration diagram where it is 
represented by &,,, and since we know BC we can find 
K l c .  





F@ue 28 Acceleration dfagrmnfir SAQ 13. Scale 1 mm: 3 m a-' 

SA0 is 
Rdw to Figure 28. 

(a,),,, = m'r - (23.6)' X 0.5 - 278.5 m S-' 

(h),, = 278.5 m S-' 7 4 5 "  

(a.),,. =mar - (4.3)' X 2 - 36.98 m S-' - 36.98 m ss-' T 10" 

At the scale 1 mm:3ms-' 

ob, = 278.513 - 92.8 mm 

pb... = 36.9813 - 12.3 mm 

op=300/3-1wmm 

@i=100mm+ 

Plottitlg seqwwe 

@i , b-line for jr, at right-an& to pb, 

Then &,., second b-line representing a.at right-anplea 
to ob.,. 

Point b located at intcmction of b - h .  

Resub f m dlagrm (Figure 28) 

To Bad the angular pcfelrration of OB we need h t  to 
And (aB),,.. From the figure we measure ob,: 

ob,. - 40.0 mm 

Hena 

(a.),.. - 40 X 3 - l20 m S-' 

ao (I.)OU. = 120 m a-' 4 45' 

Usinga-ar 

a, - (a,)o,.JoB = 120p.5 - 240 fad a-' 

a,- =240nds-'> 

To find the akolute .calontion of point B we meuun 
ob bom Figure 28: 

ob- l01 mm 

bcnce 

& - 3 0 3 m ~ - ~ 7 2 1 ~  

BA4 14 
Rder to Figure 29. 

-m2r=(10)a X 0.3 - 3Om S-' 

(&,)l- - 30m I-' 7 60" 

(~)l ,-ar-40x0.3-12mr- '  

(&,)l,.. - 12 m S-' 3V 

(a,),,, =(l)' X 0.75 - 0.75 m S.' 

(h),,, - 0.75 m S-' T Y 
-(7.1)' X 0.4- 20.16 m S-' 

(h),,, - 20.16 m S-' 7 75' 

Ratio TWm - 1.Op.75 = 1.333 

Scale for drawing, 1 mm: 0.2 m a-' 

At tllk rcslc. 

~ = = l U ) m m ,  %,-6Omm, 

ut, = 3.75 mm, st, - 100.8 mm 



P i p c  29 Acceleration diagram for SAQ 14. 
S u k  lmm:0.2ms-' 

Flguw 30 Veloffly diagram for SAQ IS.  Scale 1 mm : 0.02 m 8 - l  



Plotring sequence (Figure 29) 

Drawing Pi3 *,,, m,,, locates point U. 

Then draw C., t-line for 2, pcrpcndicular to ut-. 

Then &.. t-line for ii, perpendicular to st-. 

Thus point t is located at intersection of t-lines. 

To locate point W, line tu is extended by multiplying it8 
length by TWpU - 1.333. which is the same as increasing 
the lenah of tu by 4 of itself. 

ResultsfrMn d w a m  

To h d  the absolute acceleration of point W, h, we 
measure nu: 

tw=180mm 

Thus 4, = 180 X 0.2 = 36.0 m S-' 

ii,= 36.0 m S-' 781' 

BA0 15 
(a) Refer to Figure 24. 

Links: 

6 x 4  link, OC. CD, AD, DB and slider makes 6, so 
n=6  

Pairs: 

1 at each of 0, C, A, B (=4) 

2 at D 

1 between dider and base link 

Total = 7 hena j = 7 

F=3(n-l)-2j hena F - 3 x  5 -2+7- l  

and thus we have shown the system to be a mechanism. 

(b) Velocity diagram. Refer to Figure M. 
Notia that OCDA is a four-link chain for which input 
conditions at OC arc known. Hena we Grst solve OCDA, 
and then add the rest of the system. 

(UC)O=OOCOC= 120 X 2~160 X 0.13 

= 1.634 m S-' 

and (gc), = 1.634 m S-' h 45" 

Using a scale of 1 mm: 0.02 m S-', oc = 1.634/0.02 = 
81.7 mm. 
The location of points b and d on Figure 30 follows the 
standard velocity analysis of Unit 6. 

From Figure 30, ob = 66 mm 

Hena (F.), = 66 X 0.02 = 1.32 m S-' f 

(c) Angular ueloclties 

Data for angular velocities are taken from Figure 30: 

for link AD 

WAD = (vofA/AD = (85 X 0.02)/0.25 - 6.8 rad S-'  

B,= 6.8 rad S-' 3 

similarly 

W, -(vc)dCD - (15 X 0.02)/0.6 =OS0 rad s . 
Bm=0.50rad S-'> 

% = ( 4 ) D B  - (72 X 0.02)/0.6 = 240 rad S-' 

%I - 240 rad S-' 3 
(d) Acceleration analysis 

First calculate all known components: 

(a,-),., =02r=(120 X 2n/&3)' X 0.13 - 20.Sm S-' 

(&)Oo.. - 20.5 m S" 345' 

(i,) ,... =(0.50)'x0.6/ -0.15 m S-' / 

(llD)A... = (6.8)' X 0.25 X = 11.56 m S-' X 

(adD,. = (2.40)' X 0.6 r - 3.46 m S-' r 
A sketch based on these components indicates that a scale 
of 1 mm:O.l m s-2 should M an A4 page. 

The diagram is plotted for the chain OC, CD, DA, A 0  
and then the components for the links DB and the alider 
link B are added (Figure 31, over page). 

The sequena is 

(R),, - m5 mm A45" 

which fixes point c because then is no tangential 
component for OC. 

(cq,,, = 1.5 mm, parallel to CD 

is drawn parallel to CD but is hardly noticeable on the 
diagram. 

A line representing CL, whose magnitude is not known, 
is drawn from the i n t e d i a t e  point just found with an 
angular orientation pcrpcndicular to CD. 

Now we go to the other end of the chain, to point A 

3.. - 115.6 mm 

is drawn parallel to AD, and is followed by for 
which only direction is known, is. perpendicular to AD. 

We now have two lines for point d, and hena d is found 
at the internion, and this completes the chain OCDA. 

From point d we plot &., - 34.6 mm parallel to DB and 
then is represented by a lim at right-angles to a-. 
Vector R,, is drawn vcrtidly, thus fixing point b by 
intersection of the two l iea  for b. 
We have now completed the diagram; my Bguns taken 
from this diagram arc: 

oc - 205 mm (q), - 20.5 m S-' A 45' 

gb = 105 mm = 10.5 m S-' f 

ad-117mm (11D)o-11.7ms-'A49' 

(e) Angular acceleration for CD 

%-(%)oul/CD 

cd, - 89 mm (a,-)D, - 8.9 m S-' 

8, = 8.9p.63 = 14.8 rad S-' 3 



Figure 31 Accdcralion diagram for SAQ IS .  Scale 1 mm :0.l m 8-' 
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